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Modeling of carbon nanotube Schottky barrier modulation under oxidizing conditions
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A model is proposed for the previously reported lower Schottky barrierFBh for hole transport in air than in
vacuum at a junction between the metallic electrode and semiconducting carbon nanotube~CNT!. We consider
the electrostatics in a transition region between the electrode and CNT in the presence or absence of oxygen
molecules~air or vacuum!, where an appreciable potential drop occurs. The role of oxygen molecules is to
increase this potential drop with a negative oxygen charge, leading to lowerFBh in air. The Schottky barrier
modulation is large when a CNT depletion mode is involved, while the modulation is negligible when a CNT
accumulation mode is involved. The mechanism prevails in bothp- andn-CNT’s, and the model consistently
explains the key experimental findings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of carbon nanotube~CNT! oxidation have
been studied in thermopower experiments, and it has b
found that the thermoelectric power coefficient was nega
in vacuum and positive in air.1 In fact, the thermoelectric
power coefficient indicates how a bulk internal electric fie
is created in order to counterbalance the bulk carrier flow
to the thermal gradient, and it characterizes thebulk
properties.2 Thus oxidation changes thebulk CNT properties.

Recently, oxidation effects have been studied3 using CNT
field-effect transistors4 ~FET’s!, and it has been shown tha
thecontactproperties at the electrode and CNT are modifi
in oxidation. The CNT was placed on a silicon dioxide lay
and a gate voltageVG was applied to the doped silicon su
strate ~backgate! as schematically shown in Fig. 1~a!. The
CNT was about 1mm long, and the source and drain go
electrodes covered about one-third of the CNT, respectiv
The channel length was a few tenths of a micrometer. T
measured the drain currentI D as a function ofVG and the
drain voltageVD , and estimated the channel conductan
gd5]I D(VG ,VD)/]VD . The role ofVG was to change the
CNT doping effectively or modulate the Fermi level. Wi
the application ofVG , positive and negative charges we
introduced as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The electric field under the
source and drain electrodes was mostly vertical due to
thin CNT and wide electrode geometry. In this situation,
planar junction theory is applicable.5,6 The CNT conduction-
and valence-band edges have the shape shown in Fig.~b!
along the arrow path in Fig. 1~a!, whereA–D indicate spa-
tial points in the structure. The path and electric field a
parallel only at the CNT ends, and band bending occurs o
there.VG determines this field strength and, therefore,
amount of band bending. ThusVG effectively changes the
CNT doping and modifies the Fermi level byaVG , wherea
is related to the oxide capacitance and CNT capacitance.6,7 a
is usually on the order of 1021 in experiments,3,4 meaning
that only a portion ofVG is reflected in the Fermi leve
change.

In this experimental setup,gd was observed to rise slowl
at a negativeVG(VG1) and rapidly at a positiveVG(VG2) in
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vacuum as indicated in Fig. 2~a!, In air, thegd asymmetry
flipped: gd rose rapidly at a negativeVG(VG3) and slowly
at a positiveVG(VG4) as shown in Fig. 2~b!. This was attrib-
uted to the contact property change of the electrode and C
~Ref. 3!: at VG50, the Schottky barrier for holes (FBh)
was high and that for electrons (FBe) was low in vacuum
@Fig. 2~c!#, while FBh was low andFBe was high in air@Fig.
2~d!#. Thengd rose slowly atVG1 , since the holes started t
tunnel through a highFBh @Fig. 2~e!#, andgd rose rapidly at
VG2 , since electrons started to tunnel through lowFBe @Fig.
2~f!#. Similarly, gd rose rapidly atVG3 because of lowFBh
@Fig. 2~g!#, andgd rose slowly atVG4 because of highFBe
@Fig. 2~h!#. In this gd-VG experiment, thecontactproperty
modulation of the CNT in oxidation was much more infl
ential than thebulk property change,8 and the experimenta
findings were consistently explained through the Schot
barrier modulation.

However, the standard Schottky~no pinning! theory5,9–12

does not explain this Schottky barrier modulation. In th
theory, we must consider the system as a junction of an
dized metallic electrode surface and a plain CNT or a
plain metallic electrode and an oxidized CNT, and align t
bands at the contact. Usually, a gold surface is inert, t
insensitive to oxidation, so the first description is not app
priate. The second description turns out to give a qual
tively wrong result as discussed now. Generally, a nega
charge at the material surface willincreasethe surface dipole

FIG. 1. CNT FET with gate voltageVG in equilibrium (VD

50): ~a! real-space charge distribution and~b! equivalent band
structure along the arrow path above, whereA–D indicate corre-
sponding points from~a!.
©2004 The American Physical Society08-1
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and further confine the electrons within the material.9 Elec-
tronegative oxygen molecules are negatively charged, so
CNT electron affinityfs8 in air shouldincreasefrom fs in
vacuum such thatfs8.fs . ~Throughout this article, we us
the convention that a prime indicates a quantity in air.! Fig-
ures 3~a!–3~d! represent band structures across the electro
CNT junction. The CNT conduction- and valence-ba
edges are shown with the Fermi levelz, andxm is the work
function of the metallic electrode. According to standa
Schottky theory, we match the tops ofxm and fs at the
interface as shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. Then FBh in
vacuum andFBh8 in air are expressed by

FBh5EG1fs2xm , ~1!

FBh8 5EG1fs82xm . ~2!

Thus FBh,FBh8 , but this contradicts the experimental o
servations described above. In Schottky theory, all oxida
effects are represented in the modulated work functionfs8 . It
is clear that the Schottky theory does not explain the exp
ment consistently.

We will propose a model to overcome this difficulty an
explain the Schottky barrier modulation consistently. O
model is related to the Bardeen theory regarding surf
states.9–12We will consider the electrostatic charge balanc10

inside the Schottky junction, while this degree of freedom
not incorporated in the traditional concept of an ‘‘intima
Schottky junction’’ in Schottky theory. We will first demon

FIG. 2. CNT FETgd-VG characteristics and band structur
with VD50: ~a! gd-VG characteristics in vacuum,~b! gd-VG

characteristics in air,~c! band structure in vacuum atVG50, ~d!
band structure in air atVG50, ~e! band structure atVG1 in vacuum,
~f! band structure atVG2 in vacuum,~g! band structure atVG3 in air,
and ~h! band structure atVG4 in air.
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strate that our model certainly predicts a correct Schot
barrier modulation using energy band structures in Sec
and then present a detailed mathematical formulation in S
III. The analytical solutions are given in the Appendix. Th
relevant equations are solved graphically to develop an in
tive understanding, and four different types of Schottky b
rier modulations are discussed in Sec. IV. Experiments
Ref. 3 are examined using our model in Sec. V, and a su
mary is given in Sec. VI.

FIG. 3. Band structures for a Schottky junction between
metallic electrode and semiconducting CNT~a! in vacuum and~b!
in air based on the conventional view of an intimate contact, res
ing in the incorrect relation of low Schotkky barrier for holes
vacuumFBh and high Schottky barrier for holes in airFBh8 ; pro-
posed band structures~c! in vacuum and~d! in air showing a po-
tential dropDU in the transition region, resulting in the corre
relation ofFBh.FBh8 . Herea is the transition region width,« tr is
the dielectric constant,fs is the CNT electron affinity,z is the CNT
Fermi level, xm is the metallic work function,FBh is the hole
Schottky barrier, andsox is the negative charge due to oxyge
molecules.

FIG. 4. Schematic view of the transition region in the gol
electrode – CNT interface, where gold clusters are formed and o
gen molecules are chemisorbed on top of the clusters.
8-2
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II. SCHOTTKY BARRIER MODULATION MECHANISM

We consider here that the Schottky junction has a sa
wich structure as shown in Fig. 4: a gold bulk electrod
gold clusters at the electrode surface, charged oxygen m
ecules, and the CNT surface. The region between the
electrode and CNT is called the ‘‘transition region.’’ In fac
a deposited gold surface has bumps with a width on the o
of 1021 mm ~Ref. 13!, and oxygen molecules can move in
the gaps of the transition region~interface between electrod
and CNT!. Moreover, the electrode surface facing the CNT
expected to be microscopically~on the order of several ang
stroms! rough, since during the electrode deposition proce
gold atoms are attracted by the CNT~Ref. 14! and tend to
form clusters. Although the microscopically flat gold surfa
is known to be inert to oxygen molecules, the clusters on
gold surface can chemisorb oxygen molecules at their
and form O2

21/Aun /Au(111) with ann-dependent binding
energy ranging from;0.45 to ;0.96 eV (n51 – 3) ~Ref.
15!. These gold clusters have the highest occupied molec
orbitals~HOMO’s!, and these orbitals are localized with the
charge densities sticking out into the vacuum. Oxygen m
ecules bind to these sites. In each cluster, a charge tra
occurs from the gold HOMO to the oxygenp* orbital, and
the oxygen molecule becomes negatively charged. The
croscopically flat gold surfaces do not have these locali
HOMO’s and are inert to oxygen molecules. Thus the pr
ence of the CNT is critical for cluster formation and oxyg
chemisorption on the gold electrode surface.

There are also discussions in the literature about inte
tions between oxygen molecules and the CNT. Some
searchers have predicted physisorption of oxygen molec
on the CNT with negligible charge transfer,16 while others
have predicted chemisorption of oxygen molecules on
CNT and estimated the transferred charge to be20.1 with a
binding energy of;0.25 eV ~Ref. 17!. In either case, the
oxygen molecules dominantly interact with the gold surfa
clusters and are negatively charged by21, regardless of
whether the electrode and CNT are in an open- or clos
circuit condition.

The difference between the open- and closed-circuit c
ditions will appear in the distribution of the positive char
~which balances the oxygen’s negative charge!. Under open-
circuit conditions, the positive charge will appear mostly
the electrode, reflecting the dominant gold-oxygen inter
tion. However, under the closed-circuit conditions withVD
50, which is our case, the positive charge will move with
the circuit and appear in both the electrode and CNT. Thi
how the system keeps the Fermi level constant everywh
Once the circuit is closed, the distribution of the positi
charge is determined by the electrostatics in the transi
region, rather than the details of the oxygen-gold or oxyg
CNT interactions. We will study how the negative oxyg
charge and resulting positive charge in the transition reg
modify the Schottky barrier under the closed-circ
condition.18

The key conclusion is that the potential dropDU in the
transition region is modified by oxidation. The negative
charged oxygen molecules will induce a balancing posit
12540
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charge in the electrode and CNT, andDU will be modified.
As will be shown in the following section,uDUu turns out to
be small in vacuum and large in air. This will, in fact, lead
a correct Schottky barrier behavior consistent with the
periments in Ref. 3. We will show this with ap-CNT, but the
same mechanism will also work for ann-CNT. For the two
cases whereuDUu is small in vacuum or large in air, the
system has band structures as shown in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!,
respectively. Thus we haveFBh in vacuum andFBh8 in air:

FBh5fs1EG2xm2uDUu, ~3!

FBh8 5fs1EG2xm2uDU8u. ~4!

This time, uDUu,uDU8u and FBh.FBh8 , which is consis-
tent with the experiments.xm is the work function for the
plain metallic surface andfs is the electron affinity for the
plain CNT surface. We use the free bulk material parame
fs andxm in Eqs. ~3! and ~4!, and all oxidation effects are
included inDU.

The difference between the standard Schottky theory5,9–12

and our model is well represented in the band structu
DU is absent in the former as shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!,
while DU is present and is significantly modified in oxida
tion in the latter as shown in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!. In the
Schottky theory,FBh is determined by the bulk propertie
only, throughfs andxm . In our model,FBh is determined
by the potential dropDU in the transition region reflecting
the contact properties, in addition to the bulk propertiesfs
and xm . We will see in the next section that our mod
actually includes the standard Schottky theory as a spe
limit of vanishing transition layer width.

III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Now we will study how the potential dropDU is modu-
lated in oxidation in our model. For this purpose, we w
derive a relation for the CNT band bendingf0 andDU at a
fixed VG based on the charge-neutrality relation10 within the
planar junction theory5,12 under the closed-circuit condition
The negative oxygen chargesox per unit area is independen
of the Fermi levelz and is constant. There is a chargesm per
unit area on the metallic electrode surface and a chargesNT
per unit area within the CNT in the depletion or accumu
tion mode. The charge-neutrality relation requires

sm1sox1sNT50. ~5!

That is, the positive counterchargessm and sNT must neu-
tralize the negativesox . Mathematically, this is equivalent to
determining the CNT band bendingf0 for a givensox . Then
we would know how the positive charge divides betweensm
andsNT . Analytical solutions of this problem are present
in the Appendix. Here we will provide graphical solutions
develop an intuitive understanding. The charge-neutra
condition can be split into two equations

s52sm~f0!5DU« tr/ea5@xm2~fs1f01z!#« tr/ea,
~5a!

s5sNT~f0!1sox , ~5b!
8-3
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TOSHISHIGE YAMADA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 125408 ~2004!
where« tr is an effective dielectric constant for the transitio
region ~an appropriate average including the vacuum, g
clusters, and oxygen molecules, as discussed in Sec. V!, a is
the width of the transition region, ande is the unit charge.19

After specifying the system including the oxidation level, w
know the functional forms of s52sm(f0) and s
5sNT(f0)1sox for a given value ofsox . The intersection
of these, Eqs.~5a! and~5b!, definesf0 ands. Heres deter-
minesDU through Eq.~5a!. Then we calculateFBh by

FBh5fs1EG2xm1DU. ~6!

This is an extension of Eq.~3! and can be used for bot
positive and negativeDU. The gate voltageVG appears as a
modulation of the Fermi levelz by20

z5z~VG!5z02aVG , ~7!

wherez0 is a value atVG50. In our definition,z is measured
from the bottom of the conduction band as in Figs. 3~c! and
3~d!, rather than from the top of the valence band. A nega
VG will increase the hole density and therefore increasez,
while a positiveVG will increase the electron density an
therefore decreasez.

We will discuss the general shape ofs52sm(f0) de-
pending on whether the metallic work functionxm is smaller
or larger than the CNT work functionfs1z. When xm
,fs1z, because of a shallow metallic work functionxm or
a large Fermi levelz at a large negativeVG , s52sm(f0)
is as shown by the thick~largestz;EG) or thin ~large z!
solid line with a negative slope, intersecting with the neg
tive f0 axis in Fig. 5~a!. This is simply a standard charge
voltage relation for a capacitor. Only whenxm5fs1f0
1z or the CNT band bendingf0 exactly compensates th
work function differencexm2(fs1z) do we havesm50.
Otherwise, we have a finitesm and therefore a finiteDU.
The same functional form of Eq.~5a! can be used for bothp-
andn-CNT’s. Whenxm.fs1z, because of a deep metall
work functionxm or a small Fermi levelz at a large positive
VG , s52sm(f0) is as shown by the thin~smallz! or thick
~smallestz;0) dashed line with a negative slope, interse
ing with the positivef0 axis in Fig. 5~a!. If we changeVG
from negative to positive and modify the CNT fromp type to
n type, z decreases monotonically from;EG to ;0, ands

FIG. 5. General shape of the charge functions:~a! s
52sm(f0) and~b! s52sNT(f0)1sox with sox50. Arrow indi-
cates the curve movement for changingVG from negative to posi-
tive, which causes a transition fromp-CNT to n-CNT.
12540
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52sm(f0) will shift upward as the arrow indicates, from
thick solid, to thin solid, to thin dashed, to thick dashed lin

Next, we will discuss the general shape ofs5sNT(f0)
1sox for sox50. In fact, a finite negativesox simply shifts
the entire curve downward, so the discussion can be lim
to sox50 without loss of generality. In thep-CNT case,
accumulation occurs forf0.0, ands5sNT(f0) is positive
and increases very rapidly withf0 . Depletion occurs for
f0,0, and s5sNT(f0)52(2«NTuf0uNB)1/2 is negative
and has the shape of a parabola, based on planar jun
theory,5 whereNB is the effective CNT background~three-
dimensional! charge density determined byz and therefore
by VG through Eq.~7!. Thuss5sNT(f0) for p-CNT follows
the thick ~largestz;EG , largeNB) or thin ~large,z, small
NB) solid curve in Fig. 5~b!. In the n-CNT case, accumula
tion occurs forf0,0, ands5sNT(f0) is negative and de-
creases very rapidly with decreasingf0 . Depletion occurs
for f0.0, ands5sNT(f0)51(2«NTf0NB)1/2 is positive
and has the shape of a parabola. Thuss5sNT(f0) for
n-CNT follows the thin~smallz, smallNB) or thick ~smallest
z;0, largeNB) dashed curve in Fig. 5~b!. If we changeVG
from negative to positive and modify the CNT fromp type to
n type, z decreases monotonically from;EG to ;0. Thus
the curve will change as the arrow indicates, from thi
solid, to thin solid, to thin dashed, to thick dashed cur
When z;EG/2 and the CNT is almost intrinsic, the curv
approaches the horizontal axiss50, since the band bendin
f0 does not produce any appreciable charges in the CNT.
Inversion will occur for largeuf0u, but the intersections o
interest in this case occur in the accumulation and deple
portions. The inversion onsets are not shown in the figur

In the standard Schottky theory,5,9–12 the relation xm
5fs1f01z is assumeda priori. Mathematically, our
model includes standard Schottky theory as a special limi
case of vanishing transition region widtha→0. Then
« tr /ea→` and the relationxm5fs1f01z must hold to
avoid the divergence on the right-hand side of Eq. 5~a!.
Physically, this means that the CNT band bendingf0 exactly
compensates the work function differencexm2(fs1z)
when a→0. In this limit, to achieve electrostatic balanc
within the Schottky junction by neutralizing the oxygen mo
ecule chargesox , a degree of freedom is removed from o
model, andf0 is determined only by the properties of th
bulk farther away from the junction. The right-hand side
Eq. ~5a! has the form of 03` and the metallic chargesm is
uncertain. Graphically, the solution of Eq.~5a! is almost ver-
tical, and the intersection of Eqs.~5a! and ~5b! is uncertain,
or its location can be anywhere on thes axis. This uncer-
tainty leaves room for the concept of modified bulk para
eters in oxidation, but as we have already seen with a b
structure scheme, this approach is physically inappropr
and will lead to contradictory results. The explicit inclusio
of a finite sox in the transition region with a finitea as we
have done in our model is essential in explaining the exp
mental observations.3

IV. FOUR SCHOTTKY BARRIER MODULATIONS

Depending on whether the CNT isp type orn type and on
whether the metallic work functionxm is smaller or larger
8-4
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FIG. 6. Graphical solution of our model by finding the interse
tions of a metallic electrode charge line ‘‘g’’ or ‘‘ h’’ and a charge
curve ‘‘a i ’’ or ‘‘ b i ’’ ( i 50, 1, or 2! for the CNT and oxygen mol-
ecules as a function of band bendingf0 . Here ‘‘g’’ is for xm,fs

1z, and ‘‘h’’ is for xm.fs1z, wherexm is the metallic electrode
work function,fs is the CNT electron affinity, andz is the Fermi
level. ~a! is for the p-CNT case and~b! is for the n-CNT case.i
50 corresponds to vacuum~oxygen chargesox50), i 51 to weak
oxidation ~small negativesox), and i 52 to strong oxidation~large
negativesox). Band structures are shown for the resulting operat
points: ~c! A0 for ap-CNT in vacuum and~d! A2 for ap-CNT in
air, demonstrating the correct relationFBh.FBh8 ; ~e! Bcf for a
p-CNT in vacuum with extremely deepxm ; ~f! B0 for ann-CNT in
vacuum and~g! B1 for ann-CNT in air, demonstrating the correc
relation FBe,FBe8 ; ~h! Acf for an n-CNT in vacuum with an ex-
tremely shallowxm .
12540
than the CNT work functionfs1z, there are four different
cases, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

~i! p-CNT when xm,fs1z ~line ‘‘ g’’ !. In vacuum,s
5sNT(f0)1sox with sox50 is curve ‘‘a0’’ in Fig. 6~a!, and
the intersection with line ‘‘g’’ is A0. HereA0 has a large
negative~downward! band bendingf0 in the depletion mode
and a small negatives corresponding to a small negativ
~right up, left down! DU from Eq. ~5!. The band structure a
A0 is shown in Fig. 6~c!. As the oxidation progresses,sox

becomes more and more negative.s5sNT(f0)1sox shifts
downward and forms curves ‘‘a1’’ and ‘‘ a2,’’ and the inter-
section with line ‘‘g’’ moves down asA0→A1→A2. In the
weak oxidation~‘‘ a1’’ ! of 0.sox.@xm2(fs1z)#« tr /ea,
A1 has a small negativef0 in the depletion mode and a larg
negatives corresponding to a large negativeDU. In the
strong oxidation~‘‘ a2’’ ! of @xm2(fs1z)#« tr /ea.sox , A2
has a negligiblef0;01 ~almost flatband! in the accumula-
tion mode and the largest negatives corresponding to the
largest negativeDU. The band structure atA2 is shown in
Fig. 6~d!. It is clear thatFBh decreases appreciably in ox
dation. Physically, a negative oxygen chargesox reduces the
negative dopant charge in thep-CNT to satisfy the charge
neutrality condition, leading to an appreciable band bend
reduction. Once the oxidation reachessox5@xm2(fs
1z)#« tr /ea, the p-CNT cannot reduce the negative dopa
charge anymore. Thep-CNT must provide a positive charge
and this is possible in the accumulation mode. The accu
lation charge is ample, and thep-CNT can provide any nec
essary positive charge with negligible band bending. The
fore, in weak oxidation where 0.sox.@xm2(fs
1z)#« tr /ea, the Schottky barrier modulation is significan
In strong oxidation where@xm2(fs1z)#« tr /ea.sox , no
further significant Schottky barrier modulation is expecte

~ii ! p-CNT whenxm.fs1z ~line ‘‘ h’’ !. Line ‘‘h’’ inter-
sects only at the accumulation portion ofs5sNT(f0)
1sox , regardless of the value ofsox , as shown in Fig. 6~a!.
All intersections are of theBcf type, in the first quadrant. The
Bcf condition has a negligiblef0;01 and a large positives
corresponding to a large positiveDU. The band structure a
Bcf is shown in Fig. 6~e!. The p-CNT is consistently in the
accumulation mode. Thus there is negligible change inf0
andDU, and the oxidation will not modifyFBh practically.
Physically, the metallic work function is so deep that t
electrode charge must be negative and the CNT charge m
be positive. Thep-CNT is therefore locked into the accumu
lation mode and provides a positive charge. A negative o
gen chargesox increases the already ample positive accum
lation charge in thep-CNT to satisfy the charge-neutralit
condition, but this is done without a practical change in t
band bending. The Schottky barrier modulation is negligib

~iii ! n-CNT whenxm.fs1z ~line ‘‘ h’’ !. In vacuum,s
5sNT(f0)1sox with sox50 is shown by curve ‘‘b0’’ in
Fig. 6~b!, and the intersection with line ‘‘h’’ is B0. HereB0
has a small positivef0 in the depletion mode and a sma
positives corresponding to a small positiveDU. The band
structure atB0 is shown in Fig. 6~f!. As the oxidation
progresses,s5sNT(f0)1sox shifts downward and forms
curves ‘‘b1’’ and ‘‘ b2,’’ and the intersection with line ‘‘h’’

-

g
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TOSHISHIGE YAMADA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 125408 ~2004!
moves downward asB0→B1→B2. The n-CNT is locked
into the depletion mode regardless of the value ofsox . Here
B2 in the strong oxidation has a large positivef0 and a large
negatives corresponding to a large negativeDU. The band
structure atB2 is shown in Fig. 6~g!. It is clear thatFBe
increases appreciably in oxidation. Physically, a nega
oxygen chargesox requires more positive dopant charge
then-CNT to satisfy the charge-neutrality condition, and th
results in a further large positive band bending. The Scho
barrier modulation is significant.

~iv! n-CNT whenxm,fs1z ~line ‘‘ g’’ !. In vacuum, the
intersection with line ‘‘g’’ occurs at then-CNT accumulation
portion of s5sNT(f0)1sox , which corresponds to theAcf
region in Fig. 6~b!. In weak oxidation where 0.sox.@xm
2(fs1z)#« tr /ea, the intersection with line ‘‘g’’ occurs at
the accumulation portion consistently. TheAcf condition has
a negligible band bendingf0;02 and a large negatives
corresponding to a large negativeDU. The band structure fo
the Acf condition is shown in Fig. 6~h!. The band bending
does not change substantially, andFBe modulation is negli-
gible. In strong oxidation where@xm2(fs1z)#« tr /ea
.sox , the n-CNT is in the depletion mode, and a finit
positivef0 and a large negatives are expected, leading to
finite increase inFBe . Physically, the metallic work function
is so shallow that the electrode charge must be positive
the n-CNT charge must be negative. A negative-chargesox
requires a decrease in the negative charge in then-CNT to
satisfy the charge-neutrality condition, and this requirem
is met by reducing then-CNT accumulation charge unt
sox5@xm2(fs1z)#« tr /ea. Oncesox exceeds this limit, the
n-CNT cannot reduce the accumulation charge further. T
n-CNT must provide a positive charge, which is possible
the depletion mode. Thus a finite positivef0 results, and
there is a finite Schottky barrier modulation. Therefore,
the weak-oxidation case of 0.sox.@xm2(fs1z)#« tr /ea,
the Schottky barrier modulation is negligible, but in th
strong-oxidation case of@xm2(fs1z)#« tr /ea.sox , a finite
Schottky barrier modulation is expected.

V. DISCUSSION

As we have seen in Fig. 2, the Schottky barrier modu
tion due to oxidation was significant for both negative- a
positive-VG-bias conditions in Ref. 3. Thus we can exclu
cases~ii ! and ~iv!. The CNT wasp type at the negative-VG
onset atVG1 in vacuum and atVG3 in air, and this should
correspond to case~i!. Then the conditionxm,fs1z had to
be satisfied. Similarly, the CNT wasn type at the positive-VG
onset atVG2 in vacuum and atVG4 in air, and this should
correspond to case~iii !. Then the conditionxm.fs1z had
to be satisfied. Therefore, we hadxm,fs1z for a negative
VG andxm.fs1z for a positiveVG , or in other words,VG
was the major mechanism to determine the sign ofxm
2(fs1z)5xm2(fs1z0)1aVG . This is possible when
the work function difference atVG50, uxm2(fs1z0)u, was
small enough compared to the band gapEG in the gold-CNT
system. We believe that this was in fact the case and can
assign a band structure including the electrostatic balanc
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the transition region for eachVGi onset (i 51 – 4) in Fig.
2: Figure 6~c! corresponds toVG1 , Fig. 6~f! corresponds to
VG2 , Fig. 6~d! corresponds toVG3 , and Fig. 6~g! corre-
sponds toVG4 . Because of an obvious relationFBh1FBe

5FBh8 1FBe8 5EG , a large positive band bendingf0 at VG1

should occur with a small negative band bendingf0 at VG2

in vacuum. In air, a small negative band bendingf0 at VG3

should occur with a large positive band bendingf0 at VG4 .
We can clearly see this trend. The experimentally obser
Schottky barrier modulation is consistently explained qua
tatively.

We next estimate the relevant numerical values. In or
to define the negative oxygen charge density, we project
charged oxygen molecules from the rough surface ont
planar gold~111! surface. IfGox% of the gold plane is cov-
ered with oxygen molecules, corresponding toGox oxygen
molecules per 100 gold atoms, sox /e521.86
31013Gox cm22. Then the contribution ofsox to DU is es-
timated to be 0.251a (Å) Gox(%)/« tr eV. According to an
adsorption experiment of the goldfree cluster-oxygen mol-
ecule system at room temperature, the reaction comple
ratio is quite high, larger than 80%~Ref. 21!. We can expect
a similarly high completion ratio for thesupportedclusters15

on the Au~111! surface facing the CNT, which is the case
interest. It has to be emphasized thatGox is literally the oxy-
gen chemisorption coverage density, but is more directly
lated to the gold cluster density, given that the react
completion ratio is high. The gold cluster heightb with an
attached oxygen molecule is 2–4 Å~Ref. 15!. Thus we ex-
pect the transition region width to bea;3 – 5 Å. Generally,
gases, including oxygen, have a dielectric constant clos
unity.2 The gold clusters effectively increase the dielect
constant by 1/@12b/a# multiplied by an appropriate weight
ing factor~a function ofGox), reflecting the partial coverag
with clusters.22 Thus we expect« tr;100. Given a;3 – 5 Å
and« tr;100, we find that the projected oxygen densityGox
needs to be at least (1021– 100)% for aG/« tr to be on the
order of unity. Then the contribution ofsox to DU is a few
tenths of an electronvolt, which is comparable to a CN
band gapEG;0.5 eV for an example semiconducting~17,0!
CNT ~Ref. 23!, and our present model describes the Schot
barrier modulation appropriately. The projected oxygen d
sity Gox or the gold cluster density can be estimated exp
mentally to test our model.

Case~ii ! will occur for an extremely deep metallic wor
functionxm as shown in Fig. 6~e!. Case~iv! will occur for an
extremely shallow metallic work function as shown in Fi
6~h!. In either case, the CNT is locked into the accumulat
mode in vacuum, and there is little Schottky barrier modu
tion. Recently, Ref. 8 has reported CNT FET’s with a pr
threshold slope approaching that of a silicon metal-oxi
semiconductor~MOS! FET. The contacts of these CN
FET’s are practically Ohmic and are considered to be rela
to these extreme work function limits.

The Schottky barrier can be modulated if we introduce
charge at the interface between the electrode and CNT.
charge does not have to originate from gas molecules,
can be from any source. A negative charge will lower t
8-6
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Schottky barrier for holes, and a positive charge will low
the Schottky barrier for electrons. Thus we need a nega
charge forp-CNT and a positive charge forn-CNT to create
a good Ohmic contact. By choosing electrode metals c
fully, we can achieve either case~ii ! or ~iv!. These cases
would be preferable in electronics applications, since
contact properties are insensitive to oxidation~more stable!,
and an Ohmic contact is quite possible in these limits.

VI. SUMMARY

We have presented a model for Schottky barrier modu
tion under oxidation in the electrode-CNT system. T
model considers an appreciable potential drop change in
transition region due to negatively charged oxygen m
ecules, in contrast to the standard Schottky theory, wh
does not consider this degree of freedom at all. The g
surface facing the CNT will have clusters, and oxygen m
ecules are chemisorbed on top of these clusters. Oxida
increases this potential drop and therefore modifies
Schottky barrier. We have explained how highFBh in
vacuum and lowFBh in air are possible by showing th
behavior of the band structures. The electrode, the trans
region with negatively charged oxygen molecules, and
CNT are treated equally in our model. The negative
charged oxygen molecules induce a counterbalancing p
tive charge in both the electrode and CNT. How this cha
is divided betweensm andsNT is determined by the electro
statics in the transition region. In the gold-CNT system
Ref. 3, the work function difference between the electro
and CNT had to be small, and Schottky barrier modulat
was possible for both holes and electrons. Schottky bar
modulation is large when a CNT depletion mode is involve
while modulation is negligible when a CNT accumulatio
mode is involved. The negative-charge densitysox corre-
sponding to a coverage of 0.1%–1% of the gold surfac
enough to observe the expected Schottky barrier modula
Finally, we showed that a Schottky barrier can be modula
by intentionally introducing a charge in the transition regio
which approach may be useful in achieving a good Ohm
contact.
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APPENDIX: ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

If we apply a gate voltageVG , carriers are induced in th
CNT. Then the CNT Fermi levelz5z(VG) and the effective
background dopingNB5NB(VG) are determined. The elec
tron affinity for a free CNT isfs . By specifying the elec-
trode material, we know the work functionxm for a free
surface. The transition region widtha and its dielectric con-
stant« tr can be determined either theoretically or empirica
Using these quantities, we will express the CNT band be
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ing asf0 and the potential drop in the transition region
DU. Two positive energiesUox and UB and the dielectric
constant ratiok are defined by

Uox5easox /« tr ,

UB5e2NBa2/2«NT ,

k5«NT /« tr , ~A1!

where«NT is the CNT dielectric constant andsox is the oxy-
gen density. Thep-CNT andn-CNT scenarios are discusse
separately.

~i! p-CNT scenario. When2xm1fs1z<Uox ~accumu-
lation, f0.0), an ample accumulation charge is availab
without noticeable band bending. Thus the solution is giv
by

f0;01. ~A2!

When 2xm1fs1z>Uox ~depletion, f0,0), Eq. ~5! in
Sec. III is modified to Eq.~A3! and its solution is given in
Eq. ~A4! by

~2f0!12k~UBuf0u!1/21xm2fs2z1Uox50, ~A3!

~2f0!1/25@2UB
1/21~UB2xm1fs1z2Uox!

1/2#/k.
~A4!

~ii ! n-CNT scenario. When2xm1fs1z>Uox ~accumu-
lation, f0,0), an ample accumulation charge is availab
without noticeable band bending. Thus the solution is giv
by

f0;02. ~A5!

When 2xm1fs1z<Uox ~depletion, f0.0), Eq. ~5! is
modified to Eq.~A6! and its solution is given in Eq.~A7! by

f012k~UBf0!1/22xm1fs1z2Uox50, ~A6!

f0
1/25@2UB

1/21~UB1xm2fs2z1Uox!
1/2#/k. ~A7!

In both scenarios, oncef0 is obtained,DU is evaluated
by

DU~f0!5xm2~fs1f01z!, ~A8!

and then the Schottky barrierFBh is given by

FBh5fs1EG2xm1DU~f0!. ~A9!

Whensox50, the familiar boundary condition for electri
flux density continuity is satisfied at the interface of the tra
sition region and CNT. In fact, using Eq.~A8!, we have
8-7
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« truDU/au5@xm2~fs1uf0u1z!#« tr /a

52k~UBuf0u!1/2« tr /a5e~2«NTuf0uNB!1/2,

~A10!

where Eqs.~A3! or ~A6!, with Uox50, is used at the secon
equality. The derivative off0 along the depletion laye
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